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ABSTRACT 

 
Comic images include several kinds of picture 

elements, such as lines, dots, characters and sound 

effects. Therefore, they form quite complex structure 

compared with natural images. We have been trying to 

improve the convenience of e-comics by retrieving 

metadata elements, such as names of characters and 

positions of the characters. To extract characters from 

comic images, a method detecting characters’ face 

using the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 

features and discriminating them has been proposed. 

However, this method does not provide stable face 

detection. In this paper, Deformable Part Model 

(DMP), which is originally proposed to detect natural 

objects, is applied to comic images in order to improve 

accuracy of face detection. As a consequence, it is 

turned out that we can obtain 85.5 % detection rate for 

unknown images. Thus, DPM can be regarded an 

effective method to detect objects in comic images. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

According to a survey in 2011, sales of e-comics 

accounted for 81.7% of the e-book market [1]. It 

shows that e-comics have an important presence while 

the e-book market is expected to grow in the future. 

In archived comic images, it is possible to provide 

more convenient services by providing metadata such 

as character names, and balloons and panel layout.  

For example, such services can be considered to 

change the image size to fit the screen of a terminal, to 

search target images from archived data based on the 

information of characters or particular scenes. 

Currently, several approaches have been proposed 

for the extraction of the balloon and panel layout with 

high accuracy [2] [3]. 

On the other hand, to extract the characters, a 

method for detecting a face area of the characters 

using HOG features [4] and SVM have been proposed 

[5] [6]. Also, in this method, it is suggested that by 

limiting the iris portion of the face subjected to 

detection, it is possible to improve the accuracy of 

detection. However, the false positive rate is quite high, 

and does not provide stable detection. 

In this paper, we apply Deformable Part Model, 

which is originally proposed to detect objects for a 

natural image, to comic images. Through the 

experiment of face detection to comic images, highly 

accurate detection rate can be obtained. 

 

2. DETECTION METHOD 

 

2.1 Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 

 

Most of the comic images are painted by lines,  

which is basically binary representation. Comparing  

with a natural image, a comic image contains a lot of 

edge components. At the edge, the change of the 

intensity is large and at the flat area, the change of the 

intensity is small. Basically, HOG features use the 

information about the edge direction. Therefore, it is 

regarded to be a desired  feature descriptor for comic 

images. HOG features can be calculated by the 

following procedure. 

 

1. Gradient direction and gradient strength are 

calculated from the intensity of each pixel in the 

image. Next, the gradient direction is quantized to  

9 discrete directions. Namely, separated into each 

20° range of up to 160° from 0°. 

 

2. The local area is split into cells, where each cells 

consists of 8×8 pixels. 

 

3. In each cell area, create a gradient direction 

histogram of intensity. Then, obtain 9 dimensional 

vector. 

 

4. The 2×2 cells are regarded as one block. To each 

block, normalization is performed by combining 

the vectors of the cells. The feature vector that is 

finally obtained is composed of multi-dimensional 

vector from the vectors of all blocks. 
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2.2 Deformable Part Model (DPM) 

 

Deformable Part Model (DPM)  is a method of object 

detection proposed by Felzenszalb et al. [7] [8]. This 

method expresses the object model as a set of parts, 

and evaluates it by the validity of each part and 

relative position relationship thereof. In the 

conventional method, part locations of the object are 

fixed. However, the part location is variable in DPM, 

and it is possible to respond to pose changes of the 

object. The score of detection window is calculated 

from the next equation. 

 

score =  ∑ 𝐹𝑖 ∙ 𝜙(𝐻, 𝑝𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=0 − ∑ 𝑑𝑖 ∙ 𝜙(𝑑𝑥𝑖 , 𝑑𝑦𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1 + 𝑏 (1) 

 

In the first term of Eq. (1), it calculates the score of 

filters. The detection model of DPM is constructed 

form one route filter, which captures the entire image 

of object, and n-part filters, which capture several 

parts of the object. First, the score of the route filter is 

calculated form the inner product of route filter (𝐹0) 

and HOG feature map of the image (𝜙(𝐻, 𝑝0)). Second, 

scores of part filters are calculated form the inner 

product of part filters (𝐹1~𝐹𝑛) and HOG feature map 

at the twice higher resolution (𝜙(𝐻, 𝑝1)~𝜙(𝐻, 𝑝𝑛)). 

In the second term of Eq. (1), it calculates the 

distortion of each part placement. Then, 𝜙(𝑑𝑥𝑖 , 𝑑𝑦𝑖) 

suggests relative positions of the route filter and part 

filters, and 𝑑𝑖 is distortion parameter. 

By training, DPM sets the value of 𝐹𝑖 and 𝑑𝑖 , 

and it creates object detector. Detection by the DPM 

has been applied to various natural objects so far. 

However, detection results by DPM to objects 

represented by line drawings, such as the comic 

images, have not yet been shown. Therefore, we try to 

apply DPM to comic images, and check the 

performance of this approach through the experiment 

described in the next section. 

 

3. FACE DETECTION 

 

By giving the training data in DPM, we create a 

detector for the face area of the comic image. We also 

create a detector by HOG features and SVM. Two 

detectors are used to detect face area from comic 

images, and these performances are compared. In this 

experiment, we used the algorithm in the reference [9] 

for the learning model of DPM and detection. 

Comic images, used in this experiment, are 26 

pages, size of 1342 × 1877 pixels. We use 9 of these as 

a training sample. Face areas, which should be 

detected and learned, are assumed to satisfy the three 

conditions below.  

1. Both eyes are included. 

2. Size is 60×60 pixel or more. 

3. Area from the top of eyes to chin is included. 

Fig. 1 shows the example images of face area 

assumed by above conditions. Fig. 2 shows the 

example images of non-face area. 

Positive samples, specifying the face areas, are 

taken and shown by bounding box from the learning 

image. Fig 3 shows the example of positive samples. 

Fig. 3 Positive samples of learning images. 

(Frames represent points specified in the bounding 

box as face areas.) 

Fig. 4 Negative samples of learning images. 

(Does not include the face area that defined in 

positive samples.) 

 

Fig. 1 Samples of face area.  

Fig. 2 Example of non-face area.  



Negative samples are those to cut out a region that 

does not include the face area from learning images. 

Fig 4 shows the example of negative samples. As a 

result, positive samples are 28 locations in 9 images, 

and negative samples are 114 sheets of images. 

 

4. RESULT 

 

Fig. 5 shows the detection model of the face region 

generated by DPM after learning. From these figures, 

relative locations can be seen. Further, Fig. 6 shows an 

example image of the result of performing the 

detection of the face area from a comic image using 

two detectors. Table 1 shows the result of performing 

detection from known and unknown images using the 

two detectors. From the experiment, it is turned out 

that DPM greatly outperforms HOG from 17.4% to 

61.3%. 

 

Table. 1 Results of face detection from known and 
unknown images with DPM and HOG. 

 
Known images Unknown images 

precision recall F-measure precision recall F-measure 

DPM 92.9% 100% 96.3% 85.5% 100% 92.2% 

HOG 75.0% 82.6% 78.6% 32.7% 38.7% 35.4% 

 

Fig. 6 (A) Result of face detection with DPM. (B) Result with HOG from same 

image. (Frames suggest detected area as character’s face). 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 5 Face detection model generated by DPM. 

(A) HOG features of root filter. (B) HOG features of 

part filters. (C) Location of part filters. 

(A) (B) (C) 



5. CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, we have tried to improve the detection 

accuracy of the character’s face area in comic images 

by using the DPM. The experimental results showed 

that the DPM improves both precision and recall for 

unknown images compared with the method that uses 

HOG only. Therefore, we could conclude that DPM is 

valid for detecting objects in comic images. 

On the other hand, DPM could not detect radically 

distorted face images as shown in Fig. 7 It seems 

difficult to detect all of such images by using only 

DPM. To solve this problem, combination of DPM and 

some other features such as texture pattern may be 

effective. 
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Fig. 7 Samples of face images that DPM 

could not detect faces. 
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